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If you want to be a candidate for the best plumber in town, you need to be a plumber; the best lawyer, 
you need to be a lawyer; the best oncologist, you need to be an oncologist; and so on. Similarly, if you 
want to be a candidate for Autograph archetype, you need to be an archetype; a real, honest to 
goodness, objectively verifiable archetype. This paper addresses the following question: are there any 
objectively identifiable archetypes in the General Epistles? 
 
I invite attention to the following evidence taken from my critical apparatus of those books. I will take 
the books one at a time.  The reading of f35 will always be the first one, and the complete roster 
defines that family’s archetype.1 
 

James: 
1:05  ouk  f35 (70.3%)  ||  mh  ℵA,B,C (29.7%);                     ?[no Kx]2 

1:23  nomou  f35 [30%]  ||  logou  ℵA,B,C [69%]  ||  logwn  [1%]; 

1:26  all  f35 [35%]  ||  alla  ℵA,B,C,0173 [65%]; 

2:03  lampran esqhta  f35 [30%]  ||  esqhta thn lampran  ℵA,B,C [70%]; 

2:04  ou  f35 ℵA,C (26.8%)  ||  kai ou  (72.2%)  ||  kai  (0.6%)  ||  ---  B (0.4%); 

2:08  seauton  f35 ℵA(B)C,35c [50%]  ||  eauton  35,664 [50%];       [no Kx] 

2:13  anhleoj  f35 [20%]  ||  aneleoj  ℵA,B,C [30%]  ||  anilewj  [50%];    [no Kx] 

2:14  legh tij  f35 ℵB [70%]  ||  ∼ 21  A,C [1%]  ||  legei tij  664 [28%];               ?[no Kx] 

2:14  ecei  f35 [46%]  ||  ech  ℵA,B,C,328,664 [47%]  ||  ecein  [4.5%]  ||  sch  [2.5%];   [no Kx] 

3:02  dunamenoj  f35 ℵ [23%]  ||  dunatoj  A,B [76.5%]; 

3:03  ide  f35 [60%]  ||  ei de  [38.5%] NU  ||  idou  [0.5%];3      [no Kx] 

3:04  anemwn sklhrwn  f35 ℵB,C [44%]  ||  ∼ 21  A [56%];                 ?[no Kx] 

3:04  iqunontoj  f35 [21%]  ||  euqunontoj  ℵA,B,C [79%]; 

3:18  de  f35 A,B,C [56.6%]  ||  de thj  [42%]  ||  de o  ℵ [0.4%]  ||  ---  [1%];    [no Kx] 

4:02  ouk ecete  f35 P100A,B [64%]  ||  kai 12  ℵ [35%]  ||  12 de  [1%];    [no Kx] 

4:04  oun  f35 ℵA,B [58%]  ||  ---  [42%];        [no Kx] 

4:07  antisthte  f35 [47.5%]  ||  1 de  ℵA,B,664 [50%]  ||  1 oun  [2.5%];    [no Kx] 

4:11  gar  f35 [26%]  ||  ---  ℵA,B [74%]; 

4:12  kai krithj  f35 ℵA,B [62%]  ||  ---  [38%];       [no Kx] 

4:14  hmwn  f35 [26%]  ||  umwn  (P100)ℵA(B)664 [74%]; 

4:14  estin  f35 [52%]  ||  estai  (A) [41%]  ||  este  B [7%]  ||  ---  ℵ;     [no Kx] 

4:14  epeita  f35 [29.5%]  ||  1 de kai  [46%]  ||  1 de  [15%]  ||  1 kai  ℵA,B [9.5%];   [no Kx] 

5:07  an  f35 ℵ [53%]  ||  ---  A,B,048 [45.5%]  ||  ou  [1.5%];      [no Kx] 

5:10  adelfoi  f35 (A)B [35%]  ||  adelfoi mou  (ℵ) [62%]  ||  ---  [3%]; 

5:10  en tw  f35 B [40%]  ||  tw  A [58%]  ||  en  ℵ [0.6%]  ||  epi tw  [1.4%]; 

5:11  eidete  f35 ℵB [53%]  ||  idete  A [45%];       [no Kx] 

5:11  polusplagcnoj  f35 ℵA,B [65%]  ||  polueusplagcnoj  328,664 [35%];    [no Kx] 

5:19  adelfoi  f35 [72%]  ||  adelfoi mou  ℵA,B,048 [28%].                 ?[no Kx] 

 
The archetypical profile of f35 in James is defined by the 28 readings above. It is clear and 
unambiguous, so we have at least one objectively defined archetype in James. In contrast, there are 
14 + ?4 variant sets where Kx is seriously divided, placing an objectively defined archetype beyond 

                                                 
1 Setting aside singular readings, over 50% of the words in the Text will have 100% attestation; 80% of the words will have over 

95% attestation; 90% of the words will have over 90% attestation; only for some 2% of the words will the attestation fall below 
80%. I regard f35 as the base from which all other streams of transmission departed, to one extent or another, so in general 
the Byzantine bulk will have stayed with f35. It follows that the roster only includes cases where there is a serious split in the 
Byzantine bulk, or where f35 is alone (or almost so) against that bulk. 

2 For the purposes of this paper I use Kx to represent the Byzantine bulk. 
3 Since f35 (Kr) is distinct from Kx, its 20% must be subtracted from the 60%, leaving an even split in Kx. 
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our present reach.4 (I did not include a number of lesser splits—25%, 20%, 15%—that conceivably 
could complicate any attempt to come up with an archetype for Kx.) As Colwell observed for Mark’s 
Gospel, there is no objectively definable ‘Alexandrian’ archetype;5 the same applies to any ‘Western’ 
archetype, unless we follow the Alands and take a single MS as such, their “D text”.6 Let’s go on to 1 
Peter. 
 

1 Peter: 
1:03  eleoj autou  f35 P72 [38%]  ||  ∼ 21  ℵA,B,C,664 [60%]  ||  1  [2%];    [no Kx] 

1:07  doxan kai timhn  f35 P72ℵA,B,C [35%]  ||  ∼ 321  [28%]  ||  ∼ 32 eij 1  [37%];   [no Kx] 

1:16  ginesqe  f35 [52%]  ||  genesqe  [36%]  ||  esesqe  P72ℵA,B,C [12%];    [no Kx] 

1:23  all  f35 C [40%]  ||  alla  P72ℵA,B,201 [60%]; 

2:02  eij swthrian  f35 (P72)ℵA,B,C [65%]  ||  ---  [35%];      [no Kx] 

2:03  crhstoj  f35 ℵA,B,C [48%]  ||  cristoj  P72  [52%];      [no Kx] 

2:06  h  f35 C [35%]  ||  en th  [59%]  ||  en  P72ℵA,B [6%];                 ?[no Kx] 

2:11  apecesqai  f35 ℵB [65%]  ||  apecesqe  P72A,C,201,204 [35%];     [no Kx] 

2:12  katalalousin  f35 P72ℵA,B,C [52%]  ||  katalalwsin  [48%];     [no Kx] 

2:14  men  f35 C [52%]  ||  ---  P72ℵA,B [48%];       [no Kx] 

2:17  agaphsate  f35 [71%]  ||  agapate  P72ℵA,B,C,664 [24%]  ||  ---  [5%];               ?[no Kx] 

2:20  tw  f35 A [47%]  ||  ---  P72,81vℵB,C [53%];       [no Kx] 

2:21  kai  f35 P72 [23%]  ||  ---  ℵA,B,C [77%]; 

2:24  autou  f35 ℵ [71%]  ||  ---  P72,81vA,B,C [29%];       [no Kx] 

2:25  hmwn  f35 [50%]  ||  umwn  P72ℵA,B,C [50%];       [no Kx] 

3:06  egenhqhte  f35 P81vℵA,B,C [63%]  ||  egennhqhte  P72,664 [35%]  ||  egennhqh  [2%];  [no Kx] 

3:07  caritoj zwhj  f35 P81vB,C [58%]  ||  1 zwshj  [35%]  ||  poikilhj 12  ℵA [7%]  ||  12 aiwniou  P72; [no Kx] 

3:07  egkoptesqai  f35 P81(ℵ)A,B [70%]  ||  ekkoptesqai  P72C,201 [30%];                  ?[no Kx] 

3:10  hmeraj idein  f35 C [26%]  ||  ∼ 21  P72,81vℵA,B [74%]; 

3:16  katalalousin  f35 ℵA,C (44.4%)  ||  katalalwsin  (50%)  ||  katalaleisqe  P72B (5%); [no Kx] 

3:16  th agaqh en cristw anastrofh  f35 [20%]  ||  thn agaqhn en cristw anastrofhn           

(ℵ)A,B [50%]  ||  thn en cristw agaqhn anastrofhn  P72 [24%]  ||  thn en cristw agnhn 
anastrofhn  C [1%]  ||  thn kalhn en cristw  anastrofhn  [4%]  ||  ---  [1%];   [no Kx] 

3:18  hmaj  f35 A,C [64%]  ||  umaj  P72B [36%]  ||  ---  ℵ;      [no Kx] 

4:02  tou  f35 [22%]  ||  ---  P72ℵA,B,C,201 [78%]; 

4:03  umin  f35 ℵ (41.7%)  ||  hmin  C (47.1%)  ||  ---  P72A,B (11.2%);     [no Kx] 

4:03  cronoj  f35 P72ℵA,B,C [26%]  ||  cronoj tou biou  [74%]; 

4:03  eidwlolatriaij  f35 ℵA,C [70%]  ||  eidwlolatreiaij  B,664 [30%];                  ?[no Kx] 

4:07  taj  f35 35c [70%]  ||  ---  P72ℵA,B,35 [30%];                  ?[no Kx] 

4:08  h  f35 [49%]  ||  ---  P72ℵA,B [51%];        [no Kx] 

4:08  kaluptei  f35 A,B [60%]  ||  kaluyei  P72ℵ [40%];      [no Kx] 

4:11  wj  f35 [69%]  ||  hj  P72ℵA,B,201 [28%]  ||  ---  [3%];      [no Kx] 

4:11  doxazhtai Qeoj  f35 [20%]  ||  1 o 2  P72ℵA,B [73%]  ||  ~o 21  [6%];  

4:11  aiwnaj  f35 P72 [27%]  ||  aiwnaj twn aiwnwn  ℵA,B [73%]; 

4:14  anapepautai  f35 [39%]  ||  epanapauetai  A [6%]  ||  epanapepautai  P72 [2%]  ||  anapauetai        

ℵB [52%]  ||  anapempetai  [1%];                   ?[no Kx] 

                                                 
4 If all the MSS are ever collated, some smaller groups (in the 5% - 10% range) with an objectively defined archetype may 

emerge, but I very much doubt that there will be a majority of the MSS with a single archetype; as in the Apocalypse, where 
there simply is no Kx. 

5 E.C. Colwell, “The Significance of Grouping of New testament Manuscripts,” New Testament studies, IV (1957-1958), 86-87. 
What he actually said was: “These results show convincingly that any attempt to reconstruct an archetype of the Beta Text-
type [Alexandrian] on a quantitative basis is doomed to failure. The text thus reconstructed is not reconstructed but 
constructed; it is an artificial entity that never existed.” [Amen!] 

6 K. and B. Aland, The Text of the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1967), pp. 55, 64. They speak of “the phantom 
‘Western text’”. 
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5:03  mhde  f35 P72 [49%]  ||  mhd  ℵA [50%];       [no Kx] 

5:07  uper  f35 [35%]  ||  peri  P72ℵA,B [65%]; 

5:08  oti  f35 P72 [50%]  ||  ---  ℵA,B [50%];        [no Kx] 

5:08  periercetai  f35 [24%]  ||  peripatei  P72ℵA,B [76%]; 

5:08  katapiein  f35 (ℵ)B [53%]  ||  katapiei  [25%]  ||  katapih  P72A,328,664 [22%];    [no Kx] 

5:10  sthrixai  f35 [33%]  ||  sthrixei  P72ℵA,B [66%]  ||  sthrixoi  [1%]; 

5:10  sqenwsai  f35 [30%]  ||  sqenwsei  ℵA,B [66%]  ||  sqenwsoi  [1%]  ||  ---  P72 [3%]; 

5:10  qemeliwsai  f35 [30%]  ||  qemeliwsei  P72ℵ [66%]  ||  qemeliwsoi  [1%]  ||  ---  A,B [3%]; 

5:11  h doxa kai to kratoj  f35 ℵ (59.6%)  ||  125  (31.3%)  ||  ∼ 45312  (7%)  ||  to (-to  P72) kratoj    

P72A,B (0.8%).           [no Kx] 

 
The archetypical profile of f35 in 1 Peter is defined by the 42 readings above. It is clear and 
unambiguous, so we have at least one objectively defined archetype in 1 Peter. In contrast, there are 
24 + ?6 variant sets where Kx is seriously divided, placing an objectively defined archetype beyond 
our present reach. (I did not include a number of lesser splits—25%, 20%, 15%—that conceivably 
could complicate any attempt to come up with an archetype for Kx. Go back to James for other 
comments.) Let’s go on to 2 Peter. 
 

2 Peter: 
1:02  ihsou tou kuriou hmwn  f35 (P72)B,C [68%]  [234  1.4%]  ||  ihsou cristou tou kuriou      
hmwn  ℵA [15%]  ||  cristou ihsou tou kuriou hmwn  [8%]  ||  swthroj ihsou cristou tou  
kuriou hmwn  [1.2%]  ||  tou kuriou hmwn ihsou cristou  [6%];    [no Kx] 

1:05  de touto  f35 ℵ [66%]  ||  ∼ 21  P72B,C [32%]  ||  1  A [1%]  ||  2  [0.8%];    [no Kx] 

2:02  aj  f35 [20%]  ||  ouj  P72ℵA,B,C [80%]; 

2:09  peirasmwn  f35 ℵ [33%]  ||  peirasmou  (P72)A,B,C [67%]; 

2:12  gegenhmena fusika  f35 ℵ [26%]  ||  ∼ 21  [54%]  ||  gegennhmena fusika  A,B,C [3%]  ||           

fusika gegennhmena  [12%]  ||  gegenhmena  [4.2%]  ||  fusika  P72 [0.4%];              ?[no Kx] 

2:17  eij aiwnaj  f35 (25.1%)  ||  eij aiwna  A,C (70.3%)  ||  eij ton aiwna  (2.4%)  ||  ---  P72ℵB (2.2%); 

2:18  aselgeiaj  f35 [40%]  ||  aselgeiaij  P72ℵA,B,C [60%]; 

3:02  umwn  f35 P72ℵA,B,C [70%]  ||  hmwn  [28.8%]  ||  ---  [1.2%];                ?[no Kx] 

3:05  sunestwta  f35 ℵ [23%]  ||  sunestwsa  P72A,C(048) [76%]; 

3:10  h  f35 ℵ,048 [67%]  ||  h oi  P72A,B,C [33%];       [no Kx] 

3:15  autw doqeisan  f35 [60%]  ||  ∼ 21  P72(ℵ)A,B,C,048 [40%];     [no Kx] 

3:16  eisin  f35 A [33%]  ||  estin  P72ℵB,C [67%]; 

3:18  auxanhte  f35 [27%]  ||  auxanete  ℵA,B [60%]  ||  auxanesqe  P72C [5%]  ||  auxanhsqe  [3%]  ||  

auxanoite  [5%]. 

 
The archetypical profile of f35 in 2 Peter is defined by the 13 readings above. It is clear and 
unambiguous, so we have at least one objectively defined archetype in 2 Peter. Kx is in unusually 
good shape here, so the diagnostic readings are comparatively fewer. The 4 + ?2 variant sets where 
Kx is seriously divided are sufficiently few in number that it might be possible to posit an archetype. (I 
did not include a number of lesser splits—25%, 20%, 15%—that conceivably could complicate any 
such attempt. Go back to James for other comments.) Let’s go on to 1 John. 
 

1 John: 
1:04  hmwn  f35 ℵB [59%]  ||  umwn  A,C,664 [41%];       [no Kx] 

1:06  peripatoumen  f35 [29%]  ||  peripatwmen  f351/4 ℵA,B,C,201,328(664) [71%]; 

2:16  alazoneia  f35 C [72%]  ||  alazonia  ℵA,B,664 [28%];                ?[no Kx] 

2:24  patri kai en tw uiw  f35 ℵ [35%]  ||  ∼ 52341  A(B)C [65%]; 

2:27  didaskh  f35 ℵA,B [71%]  ||  didaskei  C,664 [28%];                 ?[no Kx] 

2:29  eidhte  f35 ℵB,C [37%]  ||  idhte  A [59%]  ||  oidate  [4%]; 

2:29  gegennhtai  f35 ℵA,B,C,328c [70%]  ||  gegenhtai  328 [30%];     [no Kx] 
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3:01  hmaj  f35 A,B [36%]  ||  umaj  ℵC [63.5%]  ||  ---  [0.5%]; 

3:06  kai  f35 35c [20%]  ||  ---  ℵA,B,C,35 [80%]; 

3:15  eautw  f35 ℵA,C [70%]  ||  autw  B,18 [30%];       [no Kx] 

3:17  qewrh  f35 ℵA,B,C [47%]  ||  qewrei  328,664 [53%];                 ?[no Kx] 

3:18  en  f35 ℵA,B,C [65%]  ||  ---  [35%];        [no Kx] 

3:19  peiswmen  f35 [43%]  ||  peisomen  ℵA,B,C [56%]; 

3:21  kataginwskh  f35 ℵB,C [71%]  ||  kataginwskei  A,664 [29%];               ?[no Kx] 

3:23  pisteuswmen  f35 B,35c (66.9%)  ||  pisteuwmen  ℵA,C,35,664 (26.5%)  ||  pisteuomen  (5.4%)  ||  

pisteusomen  (1.2%);          [no Kx] 

3:24  en  f35 ℵ [30%]  ||  kai en  A,B,Cv [70%]; 

4:02  ginwsketai  f35 [67%]  ||  ginwskete  A,B,C [25%]  ||  ginwskomen  ℵ [8%];   [no Kx] 

4:03  omologei  f35 ℵ (73.5%)  ||  omologei ton  A,B (24.2%);                ?[no Kx] 

4:03  ek  f35 ℵA,B [70%]  ||  ---  [30%];        [no Kx] 

4:16  autw  f35 A [37%]  ||  autw menei  ℵB [63%]; 

5:04  hmwn  f35 ℵ,A,B (56.4%)  ||  umwn  (43.2%)  ||  ---  (0.4%);     [no Kx] 

5:06  kai  f35 ℵ [70%]  ||  kai en  (A)B [30%];       [no Kx] 

5:10  eautw  f35 ℵ [48%]  ||  autw  A,B [52%];                  ?[no Kx] 

5:11  o qeoj hmin  f35 B [24%]  ||  ∼ 312  ℵA [76%]; 

5:20  ginwskwmen  f35 [66%]  ||  ginwskomen  ℵA,B [34%];      [no Kx] 

5:20  h zwh h  f35 [60%]  ||  2  ℵA,B [26%]  ||  12  [6%]  ||  23  [4%]  ||  ---  [4%].   [no Kx] 

 
The archetypical profile of f35 in 1 John is defined by the 26 readings above. It is clear and 
unambiguous, so we have at least one objectively defined archetype in 1 John. In contrast, there are 
11 + ?6 variant sets where Kx is seriously divided, placing an objectively defined archetype beyond 
our present reach. (I did not include a number of lesser splits—25%, 20%, 15%—that conceivably 
could complicate any attempt to come up with an archetype for Kx. Go back to James for other 
comments.) Let’s go on to 2 & 3 John. 
 

2 John: 
02  estai meq umwn  f35 [58%]  ||  estai meq hmwn  ℵB,0232,201 [40%]  ||  ---  A [2%];   [no Kx] 

05  all  f35 A [35%]  ||  alla  ℵB,201 [65%]; 

05  ecomen  f35 [30%]  ||  eicomen  ℵA,B [70%]; 

09  de  f35 [20%]  ||  ---  ℵA,B [80%]; 

12  all  f35 [30%]  ||  alla  ℵA,B [70%]. 

 

3 John: 
11  de  f35  [25%]  ||  ---  ℵA,B,C [75%]; 

12  oidamen  f35 (23%)  ||  oidate  (61.5%)  ||  oidaj  ℵA,B,C,048 (15.1%)  ||  oida  (0.4%). 

 
The archetypical profile of f35 in 2 & 3 John is defined by the 7 readings above. It is clear and 
unambiguous, so we have at least one objectively defined archetype in these books. Kx is in unusually 
good shape here, so the diagnostic readings are comparatively fewer. With only one variant set where 
Kx is seriously divided it may be possible to posit an archetype. Let’s go on to Jude. 
 

Jude: 
06  all  f35 C [30%]  ||  alla  P72ℵA,B [70%]; 

16  eautwn  f35 C [35%]  ||  autwn  ℵA,B,328 [65%]; 

24  autouj  f35 (68.8%)  ||  umaj  ℵB,C (29.2%)  ||  hmaj  A (1%).             ?[no Kx] 

 
The archetypical profile of f35 in Jude is defined by the 3 readings above. It is clear and unambiguous, 
so we have at least one objectively defined archetype in this book. Kx is in unusually good shape here, 
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so the diagnostic readings are comparatively fewer. With only one variant set where Kx is seriously 
divided it may be possible to posit an archetype. 
 

Conclusion: Taking the seven epistles as a block or group, the evidence presented furnishes an 
answer to the opening question: there is only one objectively identifiable archetype in the General 
Epistles—precisely f35. Its distinctive profile is defined by the 119 readings listed above. In contrast, 
there are 54 + ?18 variant sets where Kx is seriously divided, making it highly doubtful that a single Kx 
archetype exists for these books. (I did not include a number of lesser splits—28 around 25%, 53 
around 20%, 57 around 15%—that conceivably could complicate any attempt to establish an 
archetype for Kx.) I am not aware of any other possible contenders. Granting the present state of our 

ignorance, in the General Epistles there is only one qualified candidate for Autograph archetype: f35. 

 


